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K E N T : L N V l C m ! O R V IC T IM .?
KENT IN EUROPE SANS FRONTI£RES

COUNCILLOR MRS STREETEN of TUNBRIDGE WELI.S COUNCIL who represents Kent's 
District Councils (and is known as the Boadicea who defends them) on the 
S.E.Regional Planning Conference placed Kent in its regional context. DR ROGER 
VICKERMAN, SENIOR LECTURER in ECONOMICS from the UNIVERSITY OF KENT AT 
CANTERBURY, placed Kent in its even larger Western European setting.

Fifty per cent of our trade is already with the Economic Community although the 
common market concept works only for some goods. Customs clearance, notably in 
France and even more in Italy, involves hours if not days and horrific volumes 
of documentation. German regulation (dating from the 17th century) of the 
purity of beer manages to exclude all foreign competition. The position of 
banking, insurance and other services is even worse and these restraints add 
from 5 - 10% to prices. Removing them, emphasised Dr Vickerman, was more 
important than the construction o f the new transport corridor, the Channel 
Tunnel and M25 etc. Only this would make London a part of the Golden Triangle 
with Paris and Frankfurt.

Nevertheless, road transport further reinforces these barriers: only 10 
motorways cross international frontiers whilst 36 finish 30 km short of them,
In comparison, high-speed railways, despite differing voltages, are truly 
international and, in addition, environmentally friendly! Trains are nicer than 
cars or planes and the tracks need only 14 metre-wide strips of land, not 40.
High speed trains for passengers only also release capacity on other lines for 
freight. In this context Kent is inaccessible and the difficulties of cross
country contact, eg with Cambridge or Hull, daunting. British Rail undeifstimates 
potential. If we want a larger cut from a bigger cake the remedy is obvious.

NEW AGRICULTURE AND THE KENT COUNTRYSIDE

DR PAUL BURNHAM, SENIOR LECTURER ON LAND RESOURCES, WYE COLLEGE.

The pattern of land use is largely controlled by geology. It is increasingly 
difficult with traditionally-produced crops such as orchard fruits and hops to 
compete in the international market. Newer crops such as rapeseed and linseed 
have increased.

Since the Second World War increased mechanisation and use of chemicals, 
together with improved plant breeding techniques have increased yields.
Intensive farming has also led to environmental losses in wildlife habitats such 
as hedges, woodland and wetland, from destruction and from the effects of 
chemicals, soil degradation, erosion and water pollution.

Overproduction is now a problem. Schemes which encourage the use of the best 
land only are environmentally advantageous since the marginal land is likely to 
be more diverse and of greater conservation value. Only two farms in the 
county currently have a conservation plan.

The pressure on land for building purposes continues to increase. Redundant 
farm buildings, such as barns, are being lost to residential conversions which 
do not always retain their speciAL character.

This talk was followed by a farm tour which illustrated the topics covered.
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THE NEW COUNTY STRUCTURE PLAN

BRIAN BRISCOE, THE NEW COUNTY PLANNING OFFICER, speaking on the Revision of the 
County Structure Plan, said that the Federation is an important client of the 
County Council and that there should be a symbiotic relationship between us(!> 
Our view of the M25, the Channel Tunnel, the high-speed rail link, the abolition 
of EC barriers in 1992 and changes in local government organisation and finance 
was unnecessarily gloomy. The one fifth of the designated as Green Belt would 
survive as such.

Kent does need development because the existing community would generate 
55,000 new households by 2001. New forms of industry need new-style premises 
but the countryside is not about to be handed over to the developers.

The real issue is the absence of local plans. Less energy should be spent on 
obtaining planning consent and more in competition between designs of quality 
as in the USA. Local planning decisions should be made locally. He mentioned 
the success of the KCC Impact Projects, already in Gravesham and prospectively 
in Ramsgate.

Mr Briscoe noted with approval that negotiation with Trans-Manche Link meant 
that 81% of Channel Tunnel material was delivered by rail. Attitudes to the 
proposed high-speed rail link should be governed by consideration of the 
environmental effects of not having it.

Mr A.J. CHADWICK, SENIOR PLANNING OFFICER of GRAVESHAM BOROUGH COUNCIL and 
SECRETARY of the S.E. REGION of the ROYAL TOWN PLANNING INSTITUTE began by 
emphasising that shopping, whether in village shops, town or by television was 
a dynamic and fast-changing activity and the starting point is always out-of
date.

Increasing wealth has changed patterns of spending. Food is less important 
compared with housing and transport. Car and home ownership mean dispersed 
dwellings and smaller family units.

The traditional High Street is now a conflict of^ehjoles and pedestrians. Car 
and fridge have replaced the traditional grocer a if- fie change to out-of-town 
shopping in big sheds. DIY, with the warehouse it requires for bulky goods, has 
also benefit ted from spacious display areas.

How will the traditional town centre cope? With its historic fabric it is more 
than a mere retail centre and may fight back with the refurbishment of shopping 
malls and speciality shopping. The multi-storey department store is unpopular 
and (like the village shop) declining. The United States precedent of ever- 
widening circles of urban expansion and decay is socially horrendous.

Speaking on this theme MARTIN BRADSHAW, DIRECTOR OF THE CIVIC TRUST, also 
stressed the benefits of community involvement in conservation. He agreed with 
his former colleague Mr Briscoe that concentration on control procedures had 
meant that design and aesthetics were neglected.

Respect for the past could ossify. The heritage industry (sic) must not only 
embody romantic nostalgia. Various combinations of private and public 
enterprise and funding had produced other popular successes - Covent Garden and

SHOPPINO CENTRES

NEW DIRECTIONS IN CONSERVATION


